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Question 7 
 
Analyze various factors that contributed to the process of decolonization in the period 1914–1975. 
 
9–8 points 

 
• Thesis identifies at least TWO factors that contributed to the process of decolonization in the 

period 1914–1975. Thesis may appear in the opening or the closing paragraph. 
• Organization is clear, consistently followed, and effective in support of the argument. 
• Provides effective analysis of at least TWO factors; may focus on the process of decolonization for 

only ONE European empire OR a single non-European region. 
• All major assertions are supported by specific pieces of relevant evidence. 
• May contain errors that do not detract from the argument. 

 
7–6 points 

• Thesis refers to at least TWO factors. 
• Organization is clear, effective in support of the argument, but not consistently followed 
• Essay provides some analysis of at least TWO factors, possibly unevenly. 
• All major assertions are supported by some relevant evidence. 
• May contain an error that detracts from the argument.  

 
5–4 points 

• Thesis includes possible factors OR may identify ONE factor. 
• Organization supports the argument. 
• Essay may be primarily descriptive rather than analytical. 
• Some evidence is included. 
• May contain a few errors that detract from the argument. 

 
3–2 points 

• Thesis may be vague OR merely repeat or paraphrase the prompt. 
• Organization is unclear and ineffective. 
• Essay is merely descriptive and may be off task. 
• Minimal evidence is provided. 
• May contain several errors that detract from the argument. 

 
1–0 points 

• Thesis may not be supported or may be erroneous or missing. 
• No discernible organization. 
• Argument is off task or missing. 
• Little or no supporting evidence is provided. 
• May contain numerous errors that detract from the argument. 
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Question 7 (continued) 
 

Historical Background 
 
Possible Periodization 
 

• First World War, interwar period, Second World War (1914–1945) 
• Post-1945 era 

 
Context: The New Imperialism 
 

• Between 1870 and 1914 (some sources cite the 1880s), European political expansion brought much 
of the rest of the world under its direct control. Motives are usually identified as economic (raw 
materials, foreign markets, places for capital investment), geopolitical (protection of vital lanes of 
communication and transport), and sociocultural (Europe’s so-called civilizing mission to Social 
Darwinist assertions that superior races have the right to test themselves on the field of honor). 

• Some authors acknowledge resistance to European rule prior to the First World War. Others note 
that most people accepted rule by a small elite, a practice quite common before the arrival of 
Europeans. Anti-European movements often were divided into traditionalists who rejected the idea 
that Europe had something to teach the colonies versus modernizers who advocated a selective 
adoption of Western lifestyles and values. 

 
Between the World Wars (1914–1945) 
 

• Some colonial powers employed soldiers and laborers from the colonies during the First World War 
in Europe and other theaters of war. One textbook indicates that one million Africans, one million 
Indians, and one million soldiers from British dominions fought in the Great War. 

• Some imperial powers encouraged colonial subjects of their rivals to revolt against their rulers. The 
most common example is the Arab Uprising against the Ottoman government. 

• Either the British and French promised greater political authority to colonials or colonials expected 
greater political sovereignty in exchange for their support of the European imperial power — 
expectations that were not satisfied in the postwar era. 

• Paris Peace Settlements (1919–1923): 
o Colonial aspirations were in part inspired by Woodrow Wilson’s 14 Points and its support of 

the principle of self-determination.  
o The winners of the war established the mandate system in the lands of the defeated Central 

Powers. The Middle East mandates are described most often; textbooks describe them 
either as relatively quiet or as turbulent. 

o The empires of Britain and France were larger than before the First World War, but some 
textbooks point out that such empires now faced greater challenges to their authority. 

• The interwar period (1919–1939) receives very uneven coverage in the textbooks. India demanded 
independence from European rule, Japan challenged Western interests in East Asia, and at least 
one textbook also notes the rise of anti-imperialism in Asia and Africa during the 1920s and 1930s. 
Gandhi led a nonviolent protest movement against British rule in the interwar period; Ho Chi Minh 
led a violent but unsuccessful peasant uprising in Indochina.   

 The Japanese expansion into Southeast Asia during the Second World War came at the expense of 
the Western European empires like Britain and France. Japan justified its agenda on the grounds 
that Asia should be controlled by Asians. In reality the Japanese exploited the indigenous 
population for their own ends. The Japanese success, however, undermined Western prestige in 
Asia.  
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Question 7 (continued) 

 
Post-1945 Era and Decolonization 
 

• Imperial collapse in Africa and Asia after 1945 occurred rapidly. Textbooks identify a variety of 
factors for the relatively rapid pace of decolonization: the loss of Western power, the intensified 
demand by African and Asian peoples for self-determination, concerns in the metropole over the 
cost of empire, the discrepancy between Western rhetoric regarding basic rights and its 
application into policy, efforts by the Cold War superpowers to extend their global influence. The 
texts sometimes offer a contrast between British and French decolonization. 

• South and Southeast Asia — India, Indochina, Indonesia: 
o British authorities negotiated an end to imperial control in India. Despite Gandhi’s 

opposition, the region’s religious and ethnic divisions resulted in the partition of the 
subcontinent into two nation-states, India and Pakistan, with Pakistan itself later splitting 
into two states (present-day Pakistan and Bangladesh). Some textbooks note that partition 
proved violent and bloody. 

o Ho Chi Minh and the Viet Minh proclaimed Vietnam’s independence in 1945 but were 
forced to fight a war against the colonial power, France. Military defeat at Dien Bien Phu 
compelled French recognition of Vietnamese independence at the Geneva Conference in 
1954. 

o The Dutch East Indies (Indonesia) receives little treatment aside from an occasional 
reference to the violent expulsion of the Dutch (1945–1949).     

• The Middle East and North Africa: 
o A number of texts identify the region as an arena for confrontation by the Cold War 

superpowers. 
o Britain surrendered control of Palestine to the United Nations. The state of Israel was 

proclaimed in 1948, setting the stage for a number of wars between Israel and its Arab 
neighbors. As a result, the national aspirations of the peoples of the region became 
entangled in the political agendas of the Cold War superpowers.  

o Egypt, a British protectorate for part of the early 20th century, challenged European 
authority in 1956 when its president, Gamal Abdel Nasser, nationalized the Suez Canal. 
The British and French invaded Egypt but were forced to back down by the open hostility 
of the American and Soviet governments, an indication of European weakness in the age of 
the superpowers. 

o An Algerian nationalist movement (the FLN) was established in 1954 and won 
independence after a vicious war characterized by acts of brutality and terrorism by both 
sides. French President Charles de Gaulle gradually negotiated French withdrawal from the 
colony in 1962. 

• Sub-Saharan Africa: 
o Coverage of the process of decolonization for sub-Saharan Africa is uneven.  
o Kenya is sometimes contrasted with Ghana (violence vs. nonviolence), but limited analysis 

is offered. Some authors comment on the fact that decolonization in sub-Saharan Africa 
proved a relatively smooth transition. 

o Less common are references to the loss of the Portuguese empire (Angola and 
Mozambique) and the Belgian Congo. 
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Question 7 
 
Overview 
 
This question dealt with one of the most fundamental developments of the twentieth century: the 
changing relationship between Europe and the world. The question was intended to measure students’ 
ability to trace causal links between developments in Europe and its colonies and the eventual 
independence of nearly all colonies by 1975. 
 
Sample: 7A 
Score: 9 
 
The thesis of this essay identifies three factors that contributed to decolonization: the economic changes 
in Europe, changes in attitudes about European superiority, and the growth of nationalism globally. The 
thesis paragraph succeeds in placing the process of decolonization within the larger context of Europe’s 
relations with other regions of the world, a theme sustained in the first body paragraph (references to the 
Maxim gun, the Opium Wars, and the opening of Japan). The essay then proceeds to explain how and why 
European imperial states responded to such pressures, comparing the ways Britain and France responded  
when their colonial authority was challenged. The rejection of racialist thinking is defined and integrated 
with a discussion of the Cold War. Finally, the essay takes into account the rise of nationalist sentiment in 
the context of self-determination. All factors are supported by relevant and copious evidence. The 
presentation is poised and sophisticated. 
 
Sample: 7B 
Score: 6 
 
The thesis of this essay refers to three possible factors that contributed to decolonization: nationalist 
movements, rebellions, and peaceful granting of sovereignty. The essay provides some analysis of at least 
two of these factors, addressing the questions of why France relinquished its holdings in Southeast Asia 
and why the transition from colonial to postcolonial regimes was smoother in some British colonies than it 
was in other European colonial possessions. Major assertions are supported with some evidence (e.g., 
Gandhi and India, Belgian Congo, Ho Chi Minh, British policy toward local elites). Although the essay 
suggests an effort to address all aspects of the question, the relatively weak level of analysis, the lack of 
analysis for all factors identified in the thesis, and the limited evidence prevented it from earning a higher 
score. 
 
Sample: 7C 
Score: 2 
 
This essay’s thesis is insufficiently developed and deals in generalizations (“poor economies, loss of power, 
and over stretched governments”). The essay is essentially descriptive, and its treatment of decolonization 
is superficial. There are a number of vague and unsupported claims (e.g., that Great Britain managed to 
keep India longer “because unlike other colonies India adopted some British qualities”). There is only 
minimal supporting evidence. Although the essay shows some awareness of the process of decolonization, 
it does not provide a truly analytical response to the question or use sufficient historical evidence in 
support of its arguments. 
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